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Abstract:
The 20th World Cup is now over and how full of surprises it was! From the elimination of Spain, the title holder, in the pool phase, to the psychodrama for Brazil, which suffered a severe thrashing by the German team in the semi-final, and the consecration after extra-time of the Mannschaft’s collective game in the legendary Maracanã Stadium. True to its reputation the World Cup captivated the world’s attention for a month. Few events can boast the generation of collective emotion as intense as the World Football Cup, "War minus the shooting" according to George Orwell, football is the only sport which for a 90 minute period manages to turn the focus of entire populations towards their national affiliations. Chauvinistic behaviour is normalised, supporters take on their flag’s colours, the national hymn is sung hand on heart across the land. Conversely the European Union is not part of this emotional tsunami.

Some would say that it does not have its place in this, since sport it seems, as a fundamental element of its identity, is the sole province of the nation. It is therefore striking to note that there is a parallel between the development of modern sporting practice and the structuring of the idea of the Nation.[2] As early as the 19th century sport was granted a preponderant role in structuring this political entity: everywhere in Europe where nationalist unification movements were at work there emerged gymnastics clubs, like those founded in Germany by Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, where the practice of sport laid claim to being a patriotic symbol. Moreover the power of sport within national identification can also be gauged against its capacity to re-invent a common vision of the nation.[3] The end of the Second World War and the discovery of the camps led to a deep identity crisis in Germany. How could a feeling of national pride be generated after a tragedy like this? The challenge seemed insurmountable. However the victory of the FRG in 1954 gave the Germans reason to be proud. The "Bern miracle" does not lie as much in the German team’s performance as in the feeling of belonging that this victory created for the FRG.

Finally, and undoubtedly, its most striking feature is that sport leads to an external projection, generating a confrontation with the "other", which, in the definition of any identity is vital, since it enables the establishment of its external limits.[4] As Arndt notes the French made the English, the English made the French, the French will make the Germans.[5]

International competitions serve as a peaceful outlet to this confrontation.[6] By contributing in this way to national visions and by systematically turning a foreign team into an adversary, sport might appear to be a tangible obstacle to the creation of a European identity. However it seems that the Union should not just surrender this area to the Member States. As film director Wim Wenders observes "there will be no European entity, no real link as long as we have not succeeded in revealing our own legends, feelings, our history". And this observation of the need to create a common European identity takes on its full meaning in the context of the legitimacy crisis now experienced by the European Union. The initial engines of integration, the maintenance of peace or the fear caused by the USSR have now faded away. The introduction of European citizenship in the wake of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992 has not resulted in the creation of a sense of belonging that might provide the Union with adequate democratic foundation.[7] Indeed giving civil, political and social rights to Europeans (passive citizenship) has not been enough to generate a feeling of belonging to this supra-structure thereby justifying participation in a sovereign political body (active citizenship).[8] The traditional reason put forward in explanation of this failure is that the creation of a European political identity would suffer from the competition of the almost affective sense of belonging
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that European citizens have developed regarding their own nation. Moreover it would suffer because of the Union’s inability to generate the awareness of any common identity amongst Europeans.[9]

In this context, as highlighted by Vivian Reding, the study of the role played by sport in the creation of a European identity seems to make sense.[10] Indeed if it seems difficult to reconcile the links between sport and national identity with the emergence of a common European identity, other, initially less visible elements help to qualify this observation. This paper aims to show how sport has already enabled the progressive structuring of a public European area with the aim of looking into some ideas that might, by using sport as a lever, lead to the development of a political sense of belonging to the European Union.

I. EUROPE AS A NEW “PLAYING FIELD”

The progressive structuring of a pan-European public space for sport has led to a vision of sport beyond national borders.

1. The progressive structuring of a “public pan-European area for sport”

Initially an extra-institutional creation

The structuring of a European public area for sport was first achieved outside of the framework of the European Union’s political institutions. It emerged in the wake of the organisation of European competitions with the aim of reaching a minimum awareness of Europe as they travel – which potentially leads to a new vision beyond the national prism.

In addition to this a second aspect has enhanced the phenomenon: media coverage. Europhiles deplore the lack of pan-European public debate and blame the media for this deficit. Sport offers an opposite example: the results of foreign championships are analysed with almost the same interest to that shown for national clubs.[12] This media coverage rises beyond national almost the same interest to that shown for national borders.

Supporting the process via the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice

The process has been boosted thanks to the rigorous application of jurisprudence on the part of the European Court of Justice in terms of the law of free-movement in the sporting area. In its Bosman ruling in 1995, it deemed that a UEFA regulation that limited the number of community players put on the field during a match to three, was an infringement of the internal market.[13]

This jurisprudence has been criticised by some as the blind application of principles that are designed to regulate economic activities to an area – ie sport – which is supposed to fulfil social and cultural functions. The liberalisation of the transfer market Community wide led to the reorganisation of the European sports network.[14] Indeed only some clubs, due to their financial capacity, benefited from it via the recruitment of foreign players. The strict application of negative harmonisation rules witnessed a distinction on the part of teams ranked as European, whose goals were not just limited to national championships.

2. The political and sociological impact: the creation of a European sporting vision

The change in geographic reality did not just lead to economic and macro-structural effects: it has had sociological effects as it has created a new European sporting vision amongst supporters.

Before the Bosman ruling, local teams offered a certain type of national homogeneity facilitating the clubs’ affiliation to their country. The ruling quoted here broke this link and the big teams “denationalised”. For example Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) does not have a single Frenchman in its team. The phenomenon of supporter identification with their sporting idols now forms beyond the national prism. Hence Tottenham fans are able to identify with German Jürgen Klinsmann and those of Manchester United with Frenchman Eric Cantona.[15] The latter have become “one of them” and British supporters have not hesitated to don the German colours or sing the French national anthem in celebration of their extra-national heros.[16]

Moreover the commitment to their club in the pursuit of European titles has led supporters to experience “Europe”. The latter travelling with their team to matches within the European area encounter new cultures and develop a minimum awareness of Europe as they travel – which potentially leads to a new vision beyond the national borders.[17]

Hence the correlated effect of the organisation of European competitions, extra-national media coverage and negative integration fostered by the European Court of Justice has offered sport a new territorial dimension: Europe has become the sporting community’s new playing field.
II. FROM THE “PLAYING FIELD” TO THE CREATION OF A POLITICAL AGORA

1. Common area and sense of belonging, an equivocal link

As Smith quite rightly comments it would be simplistic to establish a direct link between a “common area” and a “sense of belonging” to a political entity: socialisation does not necessarily lead to identity which, in addition, is political.[18] In his sociological study of Manchester United fans King notes that the fact that they are mainly Europhile does not mean that they have developed a sense of belonging to the Union: “they are only European in the sense that they want Manchester [...] to be at the heart of European football.”[19]

The fact remains however that the creation of a common area is a vital condition for the establishment of a political identity. Even Rousseau’s theory of a social contract, which does not presuppose prior cultural identity to the establishment of a political institution calls for a common area. Moreover a statistical study undertaken on the basis of a 2004 Eurobarometer study tends to show that “sports-lovers” would support greater European involvement in this area.[20] And yet the latter are said to represent a “habitus”, understood in the Bourdieu sense of the term as a “systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures that is as principles which generate and organize practices and representations,”[21] which is different from that of the “Europhiles” which would imply that a common sports area has already led to the emergence of a form of political allegiance to the Union.[22] Also, unlike Smith’s scepticism the phenomenon of socialisation deserves to be highlighted in the emergence of a political identity.

Conversely the emergence of a common space disconnected from the political entity might impede the development of a sense of belonging to the latter. Indeed there is a geographical asymmetry between the public European sporting area and the European Union: as an example Russian clubs also participate in the Champions League whilst Russia has no vocation to join the Union. We might argue that this issue is not a problem: a fragment of identity can develop within a wider common area. Moreover the zone covered by the European public sports area includes the European Union completely. However within the framework of political identity that is still ongoing, this distortion appears to be more of a problem. The “other”, whose importance is vital in the constitution of an identity, is not a distant “other” but the one who is on the doorstep of that entity since it enables the establishment of a limit.

Although this obstacle does not seem to be one it does however highlights that the transfer over from a common space to a sense of political belonging is not evident and represents a challenge for the European Union.

2. Ensuring the transfer over from a “playing field” to political identity, a challenge for the European Union

It has already been mentioned that unlike European citizenship which seems to be more like a “gift from the elites” (top down) to the populations of Europe, the development of a European public area for sport spontaneously seems to be outside of this institutional framework. The institutions therefore have to anticipate this bottom up phenomenon.

Using the institutions’ interest in sport as a lever to promote European identity emerged as of 1984 with the Adonnino Report.[23] This was followed by the Helsinki Report[24] in 1999 which provided the beginnings of non-binding coordination. To date European action in this area has remained particularly limited and void of an overall strategy.

A first explanation of this void lies in the lack of any explicit competence enjoyed by the Union until the Lisbon Treaty. This vacuum has now been filled since article 165(1) of the TFEU provides that: ”The Union shall contribute to the promotion of European sporting issues, while taking account of the specific nature of sport, its structures based on voluntary activity and its social and educational function.” The impact of this article is symbolic since the Union does not have any supporting competence in this area. However real political will could use other areas in which the EU does have greater competence like the internal market, healthcare and education.

Simple measures might be adopted to transform the European "playing field" into an engine of political identity. Like “Ireland’s Call” the European anthem might be played in conjunction with the national anthem.
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In the sporting domain the Union might easily launch a policy to help simple action that whilst being evidently symbolic in the eyes of the citizen, would allow it long term to assert itself as a major player.

CONCLUSION

This study shows that although sport plays a vital role in the national sense of belonging the latter might also be a lever in the emergence of active European citizenship thereby generating a European cultural vision and legitimising the political action of the institutions in this area. This lever seems to be under-exploited still. The introduction of explicit competence for the Union in this area might reverse this trend. Even though the path might seem difficult and its outcome uncertain, in that it invites the Union to challenge one of the pillars of national identity, we can but encourage European leaders to consider the Olympic creed: “the most important thing in the Olympic Games is not to win but to take part, just as the most important thing in life is not the triumph, but the struggle. The essential thing is not to have conquered, but to have fought well.” Undoubtedly the result will be worth the effort.
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